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Practice Alert
ABOUT THE PROFESSIONAL ISSUES TASK FORCE
n March 1993, the Public Oversight Board (POB) of

I

responsible for accumulating and considering practice

the SEC Practice Section of the AICPA’s Division for

issues that appear to present audit concerns for practitioners

CPA Firms issued a special report, “In the Public

and for disseminating information, as appropriate, in the

Interest - Issues Confronting the Accounting Profession.”

form of practice alerts. The task force will also refer

It contained recommendations for improving financial

matters that may require a reconsideration of existing

reporting and the audit process that were directed to

standards to appropriate standard-setting bodies.

various bodies, including the SEC Practice Section. In

its June 1993 report, “Meeting the Financial Reporting

The PITF is comprised of CPAs with diverse back

grounds and legal representatives. It currently includes

Needs of the Future: A Public Commitment from the

representatives from the SECPS Executive Committee;

Public Accounting Profession,” the AICPA Board of

Quality Control Inquiry Committee; SECPS and PCPS

Directors responded favorably to those recommendations.

Peer Review Committees; Auditing Standards Board;

In response to one of the POB’s suggestions for the
profession to facilitate the resolution of emerging audit
practice issues by publishing information based on issues

Professional Ethics Executive Committee; and the legal

or related departments of accounting firms.
The SECPS executive committee and the PITF hope

arising in litigation, peer reviews and firm inspections,

you find this information beneficial and encourage its broad

the SECPS executive committee established a

dissemination among all professionals. The PITF’s initial

Professional Issues Task Force (PITF). The PITF is

practice alert, “Dealing with Audit Differences,” follows.

DEALING WITH AUDIT DIFFERENCES

No. 94-1

NOTICE TO READERS
This practice alert is intended to provide auditors with information that may help them improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their
audits. This document has been prepared by the SEC Practice Section Professional Issues Task Force and is based on the experiences
of the individual members of the task force, including issues arising from litigation and peer reviews. It has not been approved, disap
proved or otherwise acted upon by any committee of the AICPA.

Introduction

uditors often identify potential adjustments to
A

■ An agreement with management to waive “hard”

client accounts as a consequence of audit work

debit audit differences, including errors, because they

performed. Although auditors recognize the impor

have identified offsetting “soft” credit differences can

tance of identifying and accumulating audit differences,

result in problems. Experience has shown that soft

experiences, including those from litigation and peer reviews,

differences may not materialize, particularly when

suggest that audits can be more effective if auditors pay closer

they are discovered by management at the last

attention to this identification and accumulation process.

minute after being informed of “hard” differences.

Specifically, auditors should be mindful that:
■ The materiality of audit differences needs to be considered

■ Numerous audit differences trending in the same direc
tion might suggest bias on the part of management to

in light of various factors in addition to earnings and stock

achieve an earnings forecast. In the worst case, it could

holders’ equity, such as the impact on debt covenants.

be a possible prelude to fraud.
OVER

■ Accumulated unrecorded audit differences that are not

part of management. In considering that possible bias, as

material can often become more significant when condi

well as aggregated unadjusted audit differences, the

tions change or an entity changes management or own

auditor is well advised to bear in mind that the financial

ership, particularly if the purchase price is based on

statements still could be materially misstated due to

book value or a multiple of earnings.

differences that have not been detected.

■ Audit committees and outsiders (attorneys, regulators,

Audit differences are ordinarily accumulated in

other auditors, etc.) who become aware of waived audit

order to assess their effects on significant components of

differences sometimes question why those differences

the financial statements. The accumulated audit differ

were not recorded, especially if they are marginally

ences should include both known differences (e.g., math

below materiality thresholds, are errors and/or are clear

ematical mistakes, omissions, errors in classifying or

deviations from generally accepted accounting princi

recording balances or transactions) and likely differences

ples. Audit committees may become upset that they

(e.g., projected total misstatements from sampling

were not previously informed of these differences.

applications, differences between an estimate recorded
by the client and the auditor’s assessment of the closest

Evaluating Audit Differences

reasonable amount).

Auditing standards require the auditor to consider
whether aggregated uncorrected misstatements, in relation

Communicating Audit Differences

to individual amounts, subtotals or totals in the financial

Encouraging management to record audit differences,

statements, materially misstate the financial statements

even if they are not material to the current year financial

taken as a whole. Experience indicates that auditors also

statements, sends a clear message about management’s

may need to give closer consideration to the effects on

responsibility for the accounting records and financial

compliance with debt covenants, widely used ratios, finan

statements. There is usually a much greater likelihood

cial statement disclosures and whether they may be

management will record appropriate adjustments when

indicative of an irregularity or illegal act. (See SAS No. 47,

those adjustments are brought to their attention early in

“Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit,” AU

the audit process. Recording such differences assures that

Section 312.27-32.) The internal control implications of

future financial statements will not be affected by an

identified audit differences should also be carefully

accumulation of unadjusted differences. An accumulation

considered.

of immaterial unadjusted differences may take on

Auditors should exercise great care when netting

increased significance if an entity or a business segment is

“hard” debit differences and “soft” credit differences

sold, a new management team is appointed or if those

because the soft differences may never materialize. For

differences become subject to scrutiny by third parties

example, the auditor should be careful if a client proposes

such as attorneys, regulators or other auditors. In the

to reduce inventory obsolescence reserves in order to

event that audit differences are not recorded and are

offset proposed physical inventory test count differences

assessed as immaterial, the auditor should work towards

that decrease inventory. Last-minute entries oftentimes

an agreed plan for management to record such items in

need an even higher degree of audit challenge, particular

the succeeding year.

ly if they seem to offset unfavorable proposed audit
differences.

Also, even when individual accounting estimates

Finally, auditors are reminded of their obligation to
inform the audit committee, or other formally designated
oversight body, of adjustments arising from the audit

included in the financial statements are within acceptable

that could, in their judgment, have a significant effect

boundaries, the auditor should consider whether the trend

on the entity’s financial reporting process. (See SAS No.

of the differences between those estimates and the audi

61, “Communication with Audit Committees,”

tor’s best estimates might suggest a possible bias on the

AU Section 380.09.)

Comments or questions on this alert should be directed to the AICPA Division for CPA Firms at 1-800-CPA-FIRM.

